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The President's Corner
Dotty and I had an extremely rewarding experience at the beginning
of May, when we met with twenty-two of our Trustees and fifteen of
their spouses for a weekend at the Sheraton Plaza—Palm Springs.
Several faculty and administrative officers and their spouses also
were involved in our extensive discussions.
Yes, we had a good time and no, this was not purely a social occasion. It was the first Whittier College Trustee Retreat and it had as
a central topic "In Search of the Future."
Chairman Carl Randolph '43 convened the Retreat and Trustee
Benjamin Tregoe '51 served as "Dean." We felt fortunate in having
the Chairman of Kepner-Tregoe, Inc. as our program leader. His
expertise in the world-wide organization development and research
company made for enlightening and very fine presentations.
The purpose of the weekend was to identify critical issues and to
make decisions regarding plans for the future of the College. Frequent
use of small group discussions provided each person with an opportunity for direct participation in the proceedings.
I can report that this first Retreat was a success. We came back to
the campus filled with new purpose, with the assurance that, at the
end of the 1980-81 academic year, our fine college will be starting the
new year in a spirit of enthusiasm and optimism. We have serious
problems and substantial needs, but the Retreat certainly demonstrated
that the Board of Trustees is committed to strengthening the College
in this new decade.
Eugene S. Mills

Commencement 1981
nSaturday, May 30, 318 students, with
their parents and friends, gathered in Harris
Amphitheatre to receive their degrees at the
hands of President Mills. One hundred and
ninety-five received their B.A., 31 their M.A.,
and 92 their J.D.from the Law School.
Industrialist Wallace R. Turner, alumnus
and long-time Trustee, was invested with an
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. A teacher
for six years after graduation, Mr. Turner is the
founder and president of the Turner Casting
Corporation, one of the nation's leading prime
contractors in aerospace and aircraft industries.
Former U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, Dr.
Julian Nava, the Commencement speaker, received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters.
Addressing the graduates on "United
States—Mexico Relations," Ambassador Nava
spoke of the challenges that face the nations of
the world, commenting that few national
economies can now stand alone.
He said that the United States and Mexico
enjoy a relationship that is basically healthy and
stable, which may surprise those who read the
press in both countries. "Through the press," he
stated, "the difficulties we face and the conflicts,
both real and imagined, between our two nations

are emphasized. Inevitably problems will arise
between neighbors sharing a 2,000-mile common
border, but there is ample evidence to support
my belief that our relationship is on a solid
footing.

O

Dr. Julian Nava.
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Dr. Nava said that as a refuge and land of
opportunity, the United States remains the
world's number one magnet. "Throughout our
history," he stated, "our leaders have seen in
immigration the articulation of our nation's
central values—freedom, equality under the law,
opportunity and respect for diversity." He added
that if this country is a nation of immigrants, we
must recognize that it no longer is, nor can be, a
land of unlimited immigration.
"Our nation," he went on, "no matter how
powerful and idealistic, cannot by itself solve
the problems of world migration. With 13 million
refugees from political and economic hardship
throughout the world, a majority of whom would
wish to come to America, it is clear this has become a major, rapidly growing world problem
that requires multinational efforts at solution."
He confirmed that Mexico is now firmly
established as the third leading trade partner of
the United States, trailing only Canada and
Japan, and ahead of Britain and Germany, and
that both countries are gaining tremendous benefits from what is probably the most rapidly
growing major bilateral trade relationship in the
world.
The Ambassador noted that a stream of
chiefs of state and other foreign dignatories have

Dr. Anne Kiley leads the academic procession to the
Harris Amphitheatre.

"We recognize," he continued, "that our
relationship with many other countries is as
positive as those with Mexico, although the
media and our critics would have us believe
otherwise."

David Ochoa '64 (left) with Martin Ortiz, Director of the Center for Mexican American Affairs, at a reception for Dr.
Nava the morning of Commencement.
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been to Mexico City in the last several years,
attracted, at least in part, by the prospect of the
country's emergence as a major new source of
petroleum exports for the world market. He
explained that the Mexican government has decided that a program of unlimited petroleum
production and export growth is not in its interests, as there is greater need for diversification,
both in customers and sources of imports.
"We must abandon the notion, if it ever
existed," Dr. Nava said, "of Mexico replacing
the Middle East as a primary source of United
States' oil imports. That achievement would be
a hollow prize if it led to a discuption of the
economical and political stability of Mexico."
Earlier, Dr. Nava quoted Arnold Toynbee's
statement that civilizations rise, mature and fall
mainly on their ability to supply responses to
challenges. He ended by addressing the graduates
directly. "You, of course," he said, "can help
define our course of action in the future, and I
commend Whittier College for its contribution
to your preparation for this task."

The Trustees pose with President Mills before going to
the Amphitheatre. (L. to R.) Mrs. John Fusco, William
"Mo" Marumoto, Manuel Caldero.

Vice Chairman of the Board, R. Chandler Myers, with
Treasurer Wallace R. Turner.

Dr. Homer Rosenberger gives a helping hand to fellow
Trustee Mrs. Ed Shannon, as Hubert Perry looks on.
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Guinea Pigs and Pioneers
Richard A. Archer

Anne joined the Program because she wanted to design an education that met her particular
goals. With law school in mind, she sought a
solid liberal arts education, yet one tailored to
her as an individual. Her larger goal was to work
in the area of human rights, particularly for minority people in Third World countries.
Her Senior Project on the boat people in
Malaysia grew out of these goals. With Professor
Robert Wang as her faculty sponsor, she began
researching the Project last year, and last summer
returned to Malaysia to see her family and obtain
first-hand accounts. She talked with government
officials and was allowed to go to two different
islands to meet with boat people. She found most
to be highly educated and upper middle class.
She observed that the exodus is still going on, and
she concluded that the western nations and governments in Asia have to do more to help. According to her, China, the Soviet Union, and the U.S.
—the nations most responsible for the situation—
especially must take greater responsibility.
Eventually, Anne hopes to work for the
United Nations on such problems. In the meantime, she will attend Cornell University Law
School, where she has been admitted for the
Fall.
Another Scholar interested in international
work is Bret Johnson. He wants to be involved
in some form of Christian ministry. His dream is

ale and female brains, Einstein's ideas,
and the Campus Inn appear to have little
in common, but they are among the topics of
Senior Projects developed by the twenty graduating students in the third year of the Whittier
Scholars Program. Through these required
projects, students demonstrate that they have
mastered a field of study, that they are aware
of the relationship of their work to other
fields of study, and that they can learn on
their own.
We are particularly proud of this group of
students because they have ventured onto new
ground. They have been the first to cake the three
Scholars seminars, to design their educations,
and to graduate through the Whittier Scholars
Program.
In my research on 17th century New England, I continually ask why people would leave
the security of family, friends, and familiar surroundings for a risky ocean voyage and an uncertain future in a vaguely understood new land.
The old answers of religion, economics, and
avoiding the law are accurate enough; but for
every person who left for the New World, there
were dozens with similar motives who stayed
behind. Among those who had a choice, the key
difference may have been a personality that is
excited by challenges, that is comfortable with
the unknown, and that is adventurous and
creative.
Students who choose the Whittier Scholars
Program are similar personality types. They are
willing to leave the familiar shores of a traditional liberal arts degree for the opportunity to
explore and develop their own goals and the
means for attaining them. They would rather
chart their own course, even though there is
greater risk, than have it plotted for them.
Anne Eapen is a good example. She is an
Indian from Malaysia who has come to the United
States for better educational opportunities. Her
major is political science, and she has held a
number of leadership positions. She has been
director of Student Legal Services, president of
Pi Sigma Alpha (political science honorary), and
a member of the Political Science Council. She
has also written for the Quaker Campus.

M

Overladen refugee boats are tossed by high seas off the
Malaysian coast. (UNCHR)
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and intrigued by the adventure of a new individualized, interdisciplinary program. So she joined
the Whittier Scholars Program. She believes the
Educational Design process helped clarify what
she wants to do with her life and helped prepare
her for independent judgments. The Scholars
Program, through its picnics, dinners, and Council
meetings, offered her a sense of community and
friendships, and she in turn, I must add, has
made an enormous contribution to the community and quality of the program.
In her "What Is Reality?" seminar, Anni
became fascinated with the person and ideas of
Albert Einstein, and under the sponsorship of
Professor Charles Reeg, her Senior Project has
been a study of Einstein's ideas and their impact
and implications. In the course of her research,
she has found coherence between his physics,
music and his understanding of God.

to develop a team of people (doctors, farmers
and others) who would serve as missionaries,
more in the sense of a "religious Peace Corps"
than as traditional clergy.
Bret joined the Program so that he could
select what he wanted to study and, equally
important, to understand why he chose particular
courses and how they fit together. He wished to
obtain a well-rounded education that would include personal interests and combinations of
courses not otherwise possible. His major was
International Social Sciences, and his Senior
Project was on the development of a curriculum
designed to teach cross-cultural communication
and adjustment through the use of simulation
games and role-playing exercises. Working with
Professor Michael McBride, Bret considers the
Project to be the most challenging academic
undertaking he has ever had. He believes it has
refined him as a student and has prepared him
for graduate work.
Like most of the Scholars, Bret has been
active in college life. He has been Editor of the
Quaker Campus, he was interim Freshman Vice
President, and he has been a council member of
Christian Fellowship. He also has been a pastoral
intern at his church. Among the activities he has
most appreciated in the Scholars Program are
the lectures by Professor William Wadsworth on
earthquakes and by Professor Glenn Yocum on
Sri Lanka. Bret adds that the opportunity to
work with others students concerned with selfeducation and life-long learning has been an important part of his years at Whittier.
Beginning in August, Bret will be an intern
with Josh McDowell, a travelling lecturer for the
Campus Crusade for Christ. Next winter he will
start his studies at Talbot Theological Seminary,
where he has already been admitted.
Born in Massachusetts, reared in the Virgin
Islands and Germany, and been a college student
in Coephagen and Whittier, Anni Wernicke
already has seen a great deal of the world, and
she wants to see still more. A Model UN participant, she plans to join the Peace Corps and live
somewhere in Asia for the next two years.
Although she majored in Political Science, she
intends to return for formal training in art.
At one time, she was set for law school with
art as a secondary interest; but since last summer,
it has become clear to her that art is central to
her life.
Anni wanted to make her education more
coherent and better fitted to her as a person,
but she also admits to having been curious about

Jeanette Wong.

Just as Anni has been a mainstay of the
Scholars Council, Jeanette Wong has been a
mainstay of the music program at Whittier.
Through her monthly column in the Scholars
Newsletter, she has informed us of coming
concerts; and through her concerts, recitals
and work with the Music Department, she has
enriched the cultural life of Whittier College.
She has not limited herself, however, to music.
She has had extensive course work in mathematics and computer science, and I am certain
that the Mathematics Department and the
Director of the Computer Center will miss her
as much as will the Music Department and the
Scholars Program.
In addition, she has been a member of the
senior women's honorary, Cap and Gown, and of
the upper division leadership honorary, Omicron
Delta Kappa. She has chaired the Music Advisory
Board and been a member of the Admissions
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four years. He was president of the Society for
the Advancement of Management and a member
of the Hispanic Students Association. He served
on both the Business/Economics and Political
Science student councils, and was a member of
the 1980 Homecoming Court. In addition, he has
been a member of the California Democratic
State Central Committee.
Bill is applying to the London School of
Economics for 1982, after which he intends to
enter law school. Eventually he would like to be
involved in the process of bringing closer relations between the United States and Mexico.
Not everyone matriculates as a grandmother,
but Connie Richardson did; and she has been
terrific! She has been a member of the Homecoming Committee, the Spring Sing Committee, the
Freshman Council, and the Whittier Scholars
Council; she has been co-director of Orientation
Week and elections chairman for the Homecoming Court; and she has written an article for THE
ROCK. A mezzo-soprano, she has held recitals
and has participated in mid-day musicales. She
is also a founding member of the Whittier Peace
Coalition.
With interests in writing—particularly for
children—and in science, Connie found she could
combine the two in the Scholars Program. Her
interests led naturally to a Senior Project which is
a book for children on the Voyager mission. She
has investigated material from NASA and JPL
and has examined all status reports. Under the
guidance of Professor Dallas Rhodes, Connie has
roughed the entire manuscript and has several
chapters in finished form. Writing and education
will continue to be part of her life, but she is currently considering working with the Boy Scouts.
Connie has especially enjoyed the variety of
reading materials in Scholars seminars. In her
Special Topics seminar on the 20's with Dr.
Anne Kiley, she has read works by Karl Marx,
Sigmund Freud, T. S. Eliot and Robert Graves,
as well as selected novels and poetry. She recalls
with pleasure lighter moments, such as picnics
with Jack Smith and Lord Caradon, the former
British Ambassador to the United Nations.
John Sullivan joined the Program because
the Senior Project intrigued him and because he
wanted to compose songs or a musical. To no
one's surprise, the core of his Project, sponsored
by Professor Stephen Gothold, was a series of
pieces, representative of different musical styles.
He has composed two pieces for choir—one quartal harmony, one counterpoint; an instrumental
piece for cello and violin; an ABA song form for

Advisory Board. She has participated in the
Laguna Beach Chamber Music Symposium, and
has taught class piano for the Downey School
District.
Jeanette has enjoyed the Scholars seminars
because they require students to struggle with
difficult concepts together with students from
different disciplines. She believes her Senior Project of research and performance, under Professor
Orpha Ochse, has given her valuable experience
for graduate work and for her long-term goal of
being a college music professor, for which the
next stage will be a graduate program with a
doctorate in mind. She has been accepted at USC
and the University of Washington, but has yet to
decide which she will attend.

Bill Fuentes contends that direct experience
is an important part of education. During his college years he has spent two summers in Mexico
and has lived and studied for a summer and a
January term in Washington, D.C. His major
stressed Mexico and the United States, and his
Senior Project, sponsored by Professor Lois
Oppenheim, was an analysis of natural gas negotiations between the two countries. Bill researced the subject, examined government documents
and interviewed officials of both governments,
elected representatives, and private interests.
The chance to do a Senior Project was a
major reason why Bill joined the Program, and
through it he discovered that education is not just
a way to earn a degree, but is a guide to leading
a life.
A member of the first Scholars Council, Bill
has been involved in wide-ranging activities. He
lettered in cross-country two years and in tennis
6

soprano; an orchestral piece; a barbershop quartet song; and a talking fugue.
John found "What Are Human Beings?" to
be an important seminar. He took it the first semester it was offered, so he is partly responsible
for its success. Issues such as capital punishment
and abortion and the question of what it is to be
human he considered particularly provocative,
and he appreciated having to examine values.
Music, however, has been the heart of John's
education and activities at Whittier. Since he
began the formal study of music relatively late,
he thinks the College, with its small classes and
personal attention has been particularly good for
him. In addition to his studies, he participated in
choir and chorale, in the musicals, Babes in Arms
and Side By Side By Sondheim, in the performing arts honorary, Phi Beta, and in Spring Sing.
He also worked part-time at the church of Our
Lady of Guadalupe in La Habra, as a youth minister, a position he soon will fill full-time.
Perspectives of Human Behavior is not an
ordinary major, but then Cathy Pearce is not an
ordinary person. She excels in an extraordinary
range of academic areas and extracurricular activities. In her four years on campus she has been
Head Resident of Stauffer Hall (the largest
residence hall); captain of the women's tennis
team; a member of the Scholars Council, Cap
and Gown, Omicron Delta Kappa, Psi Chi (psychology honorary), and Phi Beta; president of
the Sachsen Society; and a co-founder of the
Women's Center.
Cathy was one of the first two students to
present an Educational Design to the Scholars
Board and she recalls being nervous. She need
not have been, for she skillfully answered questions and discussed issues during the hour and a
half meeting. Although she was initially dismayed when the Board required her to take Biological Bases of Behavior, she eventually discovered the area to be so fascinating that she altered
the course of her education.
Her Senior Project, under Professor Lucy
O'Connor, has been an examination of the difference between male and female brains and the
behavioral consequences and implications. She
has researched the history of scientific study of
sex differences and the different approaches to
studying them. She has included sections on brain
development, anatomical sex differences, the biochemical approach to the study of sex differences,
and laterialization studies. Cathy is aware of the
dangers of misconstruing findings. For example,
differences bear no necessary relationship to

Albrecht Durer's engraving of Adam and Eve (1504).

superiority or inferiority. But she has found implications for brain surgery, human rights and
education. Her research will not end with her
Project. After next year, which she plans to spend
preparing further in chemistry and biology, Cathy
will begin a doctoral program in physiological
psychology and she intends to become a college
professor.
These eight students, and the twelve others
who graduated this year, have occasionally referred to themselves as guinea pigs. They have
been the first in most areas of the Scholars Program. Guinea pigs, however, is not a fair term, for
education has not been done to them. They have
been pioneers and explorers; and as a result of
their discoveries and their contributions, the
Whittier Scholars Program is a far stronger program than it would otherwise have been.
We shall miss them.
Richard L. Archer has been at Whittier since
1975. He is presently Associate Dean for the
Whittier Scholars Program, which is certainly
appropriate, since the Program was his brainchild.
Dr. Archer received his undergraduate and
graduate degrees from the University of California, Santa Barbara. Before coming to Whittier
he was Associate Professor of History and
Director of the Honors Program at Central
Michigan University.
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Leisure:
A Blessing or a Curse?
Hilmi Ibrahim

"We may divide the whole struggle of the human
race into two chapters. First the fight to get
leisure and then the second fight of civilization—
what to do with our leisure when we get it."
(James A. Garfield, 1880, Twentieth
President of the United States.)
he ancient Egyptians did not have a word
for it in their vocabulary. They used the
expression it sum, to occupy oneself, orshmh ib -to
delight the heart with, to describe their leisure
activities. These were family-oriented activities
enjoyed by the elite. An ancient Egyptian mural
shows a noble throwing sticks at a flock of
geese with his wife clinging to his waist and a
daughter to his leg. When the citizens of Athens
discovered it, they gave it a name: schole, the
opposite of which was aschole, lack of leisure
or work. While most of the residents of Athens
were either slaves or aliens, the citizens, those
who had the right to vote, enjoyed their acquired
free time, and pursued a leisure lifestyle. In their
schole, which we now call school and use to
prepare people for work, the ancient Athenian
learned the art of graceful living: music, poetry,
ceramics, gymnastics and above all, contemplation, the highest form of leisure. The Romans
called it otium, and its negation negotium. Why
not? They had conquered most of the known
world and had enough time and wealth to pursue
the "good life" in the therma, stadia, and palesta.
In medieval China, the elite enjoyed it too.
Large-scale feasts were occasions that brought
the gentry together in an orgy of food and lavish
entertainment. Such feasts were popular but also
so disruptive that the government restricted
them to holidays only. Troops of performers
were hired which, on special occasions, performed in the streets. The parade was later
augmented with fireworks.
No organized recreation as such took place
in either ancient Egypt or ancient China in a
fashion similar to what took place in Athens.
There, the relationship between leisure and
religion was very, strong. In fact it was in honor
of Zeus that the Grecian city-states agreed to

T

Disneyland, California, sister theme park to Disney
World, Florida.

stop warring and begin competing in war-like
activities at the foothills of Mount Olympus,ergo
the Olympic Games of 776 B.C. These games included not only competitive sport, but also reciting of poetry, dancing, singing, and dining.
It was more or less a huge picnic. Eventually, the
spirit of the Olympics was lost to professionalism, and the Roman Emperor Theodosius put an
end to it as basically anti-Christian.
As ascetism dominated Europe, free time
was to be used in praying and other useful things,
for the idle hours are the devil's workshop. A
few hundred years later, contacts with the outside world helped trade flourish and a subsequent
middle class sought the "good life" forcing the
church to relax its stand on recreational activities.
By the mid-thirteenth century, public baths were
re-introduced which served as social clubs. Harvest time called for celebration, as did saints'
8

spent his sabbatical leave, Spring, 1979, studying
leisure among urbanized Egyptians. He used an
instrument on Time-Budget which was previously used in a cross-cultural study of 13 urban
centers from Eastern and Western Bloc nations.
His data revealed that the Egyptians, who had
297 minutes of free time a day, time beyond
work, work-related activities, and life necessities,
were surpassed only by the Yugoslays (311
minutes), the Peruvians (300 minutes), and the
Americans (301 minutes). What is unique is
that these four samples came from four diverse
societies. The first came from a nation trying to
regain a place under the sun under very severe
conditions (Egypt), the second from a renegade
communist country (Yugoslavia), the third
from a military dictatorship (Peru), and the
fourth from a highly industrial society (USA).
Increased free time is now realized in many
societies regardless of their level of industrialization, wealth or sophistication. President Garfield was right—it is what we do with that time
that counts. What is refreshing about leisure
in America is that many Americans are using it
for self-improvement and self-expression. This
is not surprising in light of how impersonal the
society has become. The leisure group has
become, to many of us, a vehicle through which
psychological sustenance takes place; a function
that once belonged to the folks at home, the
neighborhood and life-long friends (Alan Alda's
recent movie The Four Seasons attests to that).
To others, leisure is relaxation.

days. Certain holy days became holidays. Festivities accompanied all acts of importance:
coronation of a king, freeing a serf, accepting a
vassalage, births and marriages. Fairs, where
troubadours and wandering ministrels entertained people, became popular and played an important role in their lives.
Later, when Protestantism prevailed, Martin
Luther led the assault on the lax attitude towards
these "frivilous" activities. Not only is free time
the devil's workshop, advocated Luther, but work
is an instrument of self-purification. These concepts came with the Puritans to America and
became so deeply instilled that they still haunt
some of us. Despite this negative attitude towards leisure, some early Americans indulged
in the boistrous pastime of cockfighting and
bearbaiting, attended saloons and engaged in
gambling. Others centered on respectable
activities such as barn raising, church socials
and parlor games.
Then, for the first time in history, leisure
became available to the common man, thanks
to the new slaves, namely machines, and to an
unprecedented per capita income. Here America reigned supreme despite its puritanical
heritage. Extra time and extra money, two
variables that helped mass leisure flourish in
this country. America was the first country
to realize a 40-hour work week. From a work
week of 69.7 hours in 1850, 60.1 in 1900,
39.9 in 1950 and 37.1 in 1980! Moreover, the
four-day work week is upon us, coupled with
an increase in the number of paid holidays and
vacation days. Similarly, a drastic shift in per
capita income was witnessed: $1,277 in 1940,
$1,676 in 1950, $1,990 in 1960, $3,800 in 1970,
to over $8,000 in 1980. If we were to allow for
a discretionary spending of 517o, a family of four
today may have about $1,600 to spend as they
please. The outcome was a dramatic rise in
leisure spending from $58.3 billion in 1965, to
$82.6 billion in 1969, to $160 billion in 1977
to an estimated $250 billion in 1982. Even with
rising inflation, leisure spending is not expected
to decline. According to the U.S. News and World
Report (January 15, 1979, p.41): "More people
than ever are seeking the good life, and seem
willing and able to pay for it. Result: a multibillion dollar spur in business that shows no
letup."
Lest the reader think that leisure is strictly
an American phenomenon, it must be pointed
out that it is indeed a universal one. This author

Junior Molly Hartman, whose father, mother, grandfather and grandmother all graduated from Whittier!
(Robert Hartman '57, Judy [Krueger] Hartman '55,
Ben Krueger Jr. '33. Evelyn [Johnson] Krueger '34.)
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Opening of the ski season.

Here is how many of us spend our leisure:
- The search for identity brought about a
surge in self-expressive activities such as
sculpture, ballet, writing poetry, or fixing
old furniture. Age, sex or class are no
barriers. These courses are offered free
of charge in the local high school, community college or state university. Others
may enroll in the local YMCA or in
mushrooming private growth centers
such as the Women's Village in Santa
Monica, California.
- Attendance at sporting events has increased to 314 million spectators a year. The
dominant sport is thoroughbred racing
(25 million), auto racing (39 million),
major league baseball (25 million), college
football (25 million), harness racing (23
million), college basketball (17 million),
greyhound racing (11 million).
- Cultural events have recently witnessed a
surge. For example, 78 million Americans
visited museums last year, 62 million
attended at least one performance of
live theatre, 54 million viewed a popular
music concert, 27 million saw a classical
music concert and 24 million saw a dance
performance.

In our national parks, bears sometimes pilfer campers'
packs.
(Photo: Dave Graber, National Park Service)

—Sport activities draw more than 700 million participants a year. Swimming leads
with 104 million, followed by bicycling,
fishing, camping, bowling, pool, boating
and table tennis.
The number of Americans actively engaged in hobbies is growing. Among popular endeavors are gardening (36 million),
stamp collecting (16 million) and playing
chess and bridge (10 million).
A large number, estimated at 40 million
Americans, takes pleasure volunteering
for good works, as in church and hospital services.
- For millions who are confined to their
homes, by choice or necessity, television
watching is supreme. By the way, this is
the most participated in leisure activity
(if you wish to call it that) in all of the
13 nations studied.
Others may go to the movies and buy one
of the one billion tickets issued a year for
the total of $2.37 billion.
- Others again have found their interest in
focusing on self-improvement. Adults today are the fastest growing segment of
American education and are likely to
form its bulk by the mid-1980's.
10

Now that it has become such a force, many
institutions of higher education are taking leisure
seriously. New programs entitled "Leisure Studies" are appearing on many campuses which are
predicated on a stronger liberal arts background
than its predecessor, the recreation major. The
new focus is on a human service orientation, preparing the student to serve in many capacities in
a market that was once dominated by local recreation jobs. Other than city or county governments, the new graduates are placed in camp settings, convalescent hospitals, industrial recreation departments, recreation therapy, retirement
homes, state and federal parks and forests, college
unions, theme parks, and youth organizations.
The student of leisure will soon discover
that all is not rosy. For example, an American
youth, upon graduation from high school, would
have attended school for 15,000 hours and
watched TV for 18,000. The problem is compounded by the incipient truncated school day,
a victim of the tax revolt. In the meantime, fuel
cost has rendered going to far away places prohibitive. Will as many of our children be driven
to state beaches to surf, to regional parks to ride,
or to national forests to ski as before? The outcome may be greater demand for close to home
recreation, which is also evaporating. More TV?
Hopefully not. Recent graduates may present us
with creative solutions so that our hard-gained
leisure may continue to be a blessing rather than
becoming a curse.

Marine land, California, with the Hanna-Barbera cartoon
favorite, Yogi Bear.
- Yet others are going to our national parks
and forests. The over 300 million acres
of these lands are becoming so crowded
by their 80 million annual visitors that
new policies are sought to curb the
numbers in the name of conservation.
- Theme parks drew a record number.
Disney World leads the pack with over
14 million visitors last year.
- Traveling to far and exotic places has
increased sharply. The 1980's are expected to see a boom in cruising, not on
Whittier Boulevard, but on a luxury liner.
- Americans are eating out more often than
ever before. About 50 cents of each food
dollar is spent on eating out. Granted
some of it will be spent in fast food chains
where there is little or no leisure at all.
Nonetheless, most of it will be spent in
theme restaurants where both the food
partaken and the atmosphere surrounding it call for a leisurely pace.
- Electronic games, which is now a $3
billion industry, are enjoyed by everincreasing numbers of young and old
Americans.

Hilmi Ibrahim, professor of Physical Education
and Recreation, has published extensively in the
area of sociology of leisure and sport. He is currently serving his second term as Commissioner
of Parks and Recreation for the City of Whittier.
He was recently elected Vice President of the
California Association of Park and Recreation
Commissioners.
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JapaneseAmerican
Conference
The question of the validity of
the internment of citizens of Japanese extraction during World
War II has recently been raised in
the courts, in the press and on
television.
Although a similar form of incarceration was enforced in other
parts of the country, and indeed
in other countries for those of
German or Italian origin, there
were certain inequalities that were
particularly striking in the Amen-

can Southwest because of its large
and loyal oriental population,
many of whom served with distinction in the armed forces.
It is not surprising then that at
the first Japanese-American Conference held on campus last April,
the speakers—leading JapaneseAmerican scholars, educators and
social scientists—should focus on
the position to be taken by former
internees when official hearings on
the internment are held later this
year.
The event honored Dr. Robert
O'Brien, professor emeritus of sociology, for his wartime efforts in arranging the transfer of over 5,000
students from the relocation camps
to U. S. colleges and universities.
From 1942-1945, over 100,000
Japanese-Americans from California, Oregon, Washington, Utah,
Wyoming, Idaho and parts of Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona were
forced to dispose of all their possessions and were interned in ten
evacuation centers by government
order. Until recently there has
been little discussion of this unusual period in American history,
12

but since the 1960's the Government has released documents and
letters and has authorized the
organization of a White House
Commission to re-evaluate the internment experience.
The keynote speaker at the
Conference was Dr. Harry H.
Kitano of the social welfare and
sociology department at UCLA,
whose presentation, "Perspectives
on Concentration Camps 1981"
included two documentary films.
Kitano told how, after Pearl
Harbor, newspapers had spread
irresponsible rumors which caused
a wave of anti-Japanese feeling.
When this reached panic proportions, John DeWitt, commanding
general of the Western Defense
Command,
was appointed in
charge of the "evacuation," which
was ordered to apply to "any
person having a Japanese ancestor,
regardless of degree."
Kitano was one of those who
spent three years at Tule Lake, the
largest of the camps, and while he
admits that it is difficult not to be
biased when speaking of the intern-
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(Above) Robert
(Below right) Miss Nobu Miyoshi and
Dr. Harry Kitano.
(Left) The Home Economics Department
presented a fashion show of Japanese
costumes.
(Below left) Jean Wakatusbi Houston.

rnent experience, he stated it was
necessary to discuss the whole problem. "We are a socially damaged
people," he said. "We have to share
our hurt with others so it does not
happen again."
There were three discussion
groups in the Conference. The first,
on "The Role of Social Scientists
in the Community Studies of
Evacuation," with Dr. Tom T.

Sasaki of Notre Dame, Dr. Peter T.
Suzuki of the University of Nebraska and Dr. Frank Miyamoto,
professor emeritus of the University of Washington. The second
group featured Ralph Lazo, a
counselor at Valley Community
College and writer Jean Wakatuski
Houston, both of whom concentrated on "Personal Perspectives of Manzanar"; and two sem13

mars on "Contemporary Studies,'
with Dr. Robert O'Brien, former
legislator Paul Bannai, Larry Boss
of the Asian-American Studies
Center at CSULB, Miss Nobu
Miyoshi, a clinical social worker
from Philadelphia and Dr. Don
Nakanishi of UCLA's Center for
Asian-American Studies.
Peter Suzuki was interned when
he was thirteen. His statement that
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the government spied on the relocation centers through community analysts appointed by the War
Relocation Authority, was documented by several years of research
at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. In his talk, he paid
Dr. O'Brien a high compliment,
saying: "What a sharp contrast
the social scientists present to the
service performed for the JapaneseAmericans during the same period
by the person we are honoring this
week."
Both Sasaki and Miyamoto spent
their time in camp keeping personal journals of daily events, and
agreed with Suzuki that, in view of
the tenor of the times, it was just
as hard for the social scientists to
stay neutral as it was for the
second generation of JapaneseAmericans.
Jean Wakatuski Houston's memories of her three years at Manzanar
remain vivid to this day. In 1971
her book Farewell to Manzanar,
was made into a television movie
for which she acted as a consultant.
Being on the set took her back in
time; "Life on location," she said,
"was the way it was for the evacuees. There was still no shade, no
grass, and no way to escape the
desert weather."
Ralph Lazo chose to go to Manzanar. Of Mexican descent, he
"hung around with Japanese.
They were my friends," he stated.
"We studied together, ate together,
played together, and at Manzanar
•
we worked well together."
Now a counselor at Valley
Community College in Van Nuys,
Lazo said his mother had died
before the outbreak of war and
when the evacuation order came
and he wanted to go with his com-

panions, his father let him. "I
knew even then," he said, "that the
whole idea was wrong. There was
no basis for it. No evaluation. No
court proceedings. Nothing."
Larry Boss has been studying
the county archives for the city
of Long Beach for two years. In
his talk he focused on the economic impact of the evacuation.
On the basis of his research he
estimates that the effect was felt
on the whole business community
of Long Beach, where 90% of the
Japanese businessmen suffered
some degree of financial loss.
After almost forty years, only
four busineses have been able to
recoup. "The state has probably
lost more than $3 billion in revenue," he said, adding "that figure
doesn't begin to cover the social
and psychological losses."
The Conference concluded with
a comparison between the American Jews and Japanese-Americans.
Dr. Nakanishi has studied both
ethnic groups and in his talk on
"Surviving the Holocaust and
Evacuation," he stated that both
groups faced an emotional, historical event, as did the survivors of
the Depression. He cited the
comments of an American Jewish
businessman and a Japanese-American laborer to illustrate the renewed sense of ethnic identity
which both experiences produced.
The Jewish businessman said he
didn't practice his faith, but
"Hitler made me a Jew." The
Japanese laborer said it was only
after he was released from a camp
that he "became involved in the
Japanese Community."
"Both groups suffer the same
fear of history repeating itself,"
Nakanishi said, "and this fear
inspires them to encourage investigation and discussion and to
keep alive past memories for the
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express purpose of seeing that
nothing of a similar nature is ever
allowed to happen again."
Many of the participants in the
Conference shared their personal
experiences and their hopes that,
through this type of forum, a
more enlightened government
would be enabled to avoid a repetition of the injustices that befell
a valuable segment of American
nationals.
There was a lighter side to the
Conference, provided through a
display of traditional Japanese
art—woodblock prints, water
colors, ink washes and lithographs
in the library—and by exhibits of
the work of two local artists,
Yoshio Nakamura and Mabel
Enkoji in the Mendenhall Gallery.
The East-West Players contributed
their share with the presentation
of their much-praised vignettes on
Japanese-American
stereotypes
and stand-up comedy.
The Home Economics department mounted a fashion show of
Japanese costumes and demonstrated the preparation of Japanese
food.
The entire program was presented under the auspices of the
Nixon Chair and was organized
by Dr. Richard J. Wood, vice
president for Academic Affairs
and dean of the Faculty, who has
studied and lived in Japan and is
a calligraphist. The symbol at the
head of this article is his work.

A Tribute To
Ha Tai Kim Upon
His Retirement
Ha Tai is highly skilled at
"hiding his light under a bushel."
One would never learn, from
talking with him, about his re-
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markable family. His father was a
bishop, and his brothers are leading
educators and clergyman. Ha Tai's
Number One Son, a Whittier
College graduate, will shortly receive a Ph.D. in Cinema and Communications at USC. Number Two
Son and Number Three Son are
both physicians.

Few of us know that before
Ha Tai came to this country as a
mature adult he was Professor and
Dean of a Graduate School in a
leading Korean university. He has
authored innumerable articles for
national magazines and professional journals, and he has written
seven books. He has for many
years been the leading guru of the
Southern California Korean community and two years ago he became founding minister of a
Korean church. His love of sports,
his enthusiasm for art, and his
interest in music are known only
to Price-Waterhouse.
Some people, however, have
been able to penetrate our distinguished colleague's modesty. When
a former student was asked why

he had majored in philosophy instead of something practical, he
replied: "Philosophy taught me
how to think; what could be more
practical than that? Besides, I had
a wonderful Korean professor,
Dr. Kim. For me, that was reason
enough." Another graduate commented, "I well remember Dr.
Kim's warmth, probing mind,
subtle wit, and sincere studentteacher camaraderie."
Ha Tai has been especially
helpful to professors whose disciplines can be illuminated by philosophical insights. An Asian
history specialist wrote: "I feel
fortunate that you were at Whittier
when I arrived fresh from graduate
school. Your invitations to join
groups of your impressive Korean
friends, to travel to Asian art
exhibits, to listen to lectures on
Korean-Japanese relations, to visit
the Zen Center were memorable
experiences. I often felt I was your
intellectual inferior, but you were
never condescending. You were
my mentor." It is small wonder
that another professor (who had
heard Ha Tai lecture thrice yearly
on the same subject for many
years without giving the same
lecture twice) could observe:
"What I value about you most
are qualities that philosophers at
their best have always sought to
exemplify—integrity, seriousness,
scholarliness, humaneness, and
wisdom."
As I have traveled around the
country I have been pleased at
how well known and respected
Ha Tai is. A typical observation:
"I don't know very much about
Whittier College, but I do know
that you have a first-rate philosopher there in Ha Tai Kim. He is
a very bright guy." That he is, but
he is so much more. As another
student remarked, "You are the
15

most gracious, eloquent, kindly
man I have ever known. To have
been among your students I am
honored; to be among your friends
I am blessed."
Ha Tai, you have brought light
to our lives and luster to our
college. As you enter "retirement"
—only to resume teaching in a
fine Korean graduate school—we
thank you and wish you God
speed.
—Milo Connick, Ph.D.
Professor of Religion

HAVE 1011
MOVED?
We must pay for each magazine
that is returned to us for lack
of the proper address. If you
have moved, or plan to do so,
please help us by filling out the
form below and returning it to
the Alumni Office, Whittier College, Whittier, CA 90608.

Name
Class
New Address

City
State

Zip
Thank you!
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President Emeritus W. Roy Newsom addresses alums at the recognition dinner. Seated
on right, Tom Roberts '65)

- I.
Achievement Award winner Hillary Ann
(Smith) Guild '65 receives a departmental gift from Frances Hoffmann of the
Home Economics Department.

James B. Gregory '48, recipient of the
second Alumni Achievement Award, with
Susan (Elliott) Roberts '67, president of
the Alumni Association.

Alumni
Recognition
Dinner

Attorney and Trustee Thomas W. Bewley
'26, recipient of the Alumni Service
Award.

Three outstanding alumni were
honored at the Alumni Recognition Dinner held on campus in
May.
Hillary Guild '65 and James
Gregory '48 received "Alumni
Achievement Awards" and Thomas
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W. Bewley '26 received the
"Alumni Service Award."
Hillary, a home economist and
owner of two national microwave
sales training schools (Kitchen
Consultants and The Test Kitchen), has appeared a number of
times on TV and has represented
such products as Louis Rich
Turkey and One-A-Day Vitamins.
Jim is vice president for Consolidated Rail Co., and has worked
a number of years in the transportation industry.
A trustee of Whittier College,
Tom received the service award
for his involvement in the college.
He has been a board member for
more than 30 years, with nearly
20 years as chairman.
Alumni achievement awards are
given in recognition of excellence
by alumni in their profession.
Service awards are given to those
alumni who have been of service
to the college through the Alumni
Association.
More than 30 people were in
attendance at the dinner, including
Alumni Association officers and
college trustees. Susie (Elliott)
Roberts '67, president of the
Alumni Association, emceed the
event. Dr. Roy Newsom '34,
president emeritus, addressed the
group on the importance of small
colleges.
Frances Hoffmann, a Home
Economics professor, presented a
special gift to Hillary, on behalf of
the department, for her outstanding contributions in the field.
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1981 Phonathon
Volunteers are an undeniable
asset in any organization, and the
Alumni Association is no exception. This year, with Jerry Laiblin,
director of Annual Giving, as staff
coordinator, an unprecedented
110 volunteers combined to make
the five-day March Phonathon an
outstanding success.
Myron Claxton '40 was chairman of the event, with Robert
Clift '40; Susie (Elliott) Roberts
'67; Alice Rosenberger, wife of
Trustee Dr. Homer Rosenberger;
David Todd, whose daughter will
be an entering freshman in the
Fall; and Russ Vincent '40 were

the captains for the five nights,
assisted by Andrew Deneau '79,
Daunn Lovejoy '60, Alfred Stoll
'49, and Monty Wicker '37 as
co-captains.
The William Penn Society, the
Ionians, the Thalians and students
from the Music Department were
among those who undertook the
task of contacting the alumni.
In the five days, the volunteers
reached a record 2,166 alumni, of
whom 754 or 34.8% indicated
their willingness to make contributions. This compares well with
the national high for such endeavors of 25%.
In all, the Phonathon netted a
total of $68,000 in gifts or pledges.

Tijalian Society members at work. (L. to R.) Renda Dailey; Lynn Crilley; Robin
Ponce; and, from the Development Office, Newt Robinson '37.

(Clockwise) Bill Hockett '38; Mel Rich, long-time College supporter and community
leader, in his shirtsleeves; Myron Claxton '40; and Ken Ball '34.
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We would like to congratulate
Myron and his co-workers on ajob
well done.

Alumni News
Under the enthusiastic and able
leadership of Susie (Elliot) Roberts
'67 for the past two years, the
Whittier College Alumni Association has enjoyed some innovative and interesting activities.
Duann Lovejoy '60, heading up
the Activities Committee, has
been instrumental in initiating
functions ranging from a Social
in the Activities Center, followed
by a basketball game, to a dinner
in the Faculty Center, ending with
attendance at a drama department
musical in the Whittier City
Community Center.
The next big event was the
annual "Night at the Hollywood
Bowl," on Saturday evening,
July 11, when three busloads of
alumni and friends heard George
Gershwin's music and enjoyed a
box supper.
Once again the Association
sponsored a Senior Wine and
Cheese Party on campus, to welcome the graduating class into the
ranks of almost 12,000 Whittier
alums.
At the last board meeting,
nominations for eight board
members to replace those whose
three-year terms ended June 30,
were made. Robert Blechen '56,
was elected president of the
Association for 1981-82, with
Dr. Art Major '67 as his vicepresident.
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New Alumni
Scholarship
Susie (Elliott) Roberts '67
recently announced the establishment of a new scholarship available
to the sons and daughters of
alumni.
The Scholarship Committee of
the Alumni Board, chaired by Ben
Harris '55, initiated the proposal.
This was then carefully studied by
President Mills and Financial Aid
Director George Tenopir. The final
statistics were then presented to
the Board of Trustees and accepted
by them.
The new $500 a year Alumni
Scholarship will be awarded to
those children of alumni who enter
the college as freshmen in 1981.
Each will receive the stipulated
amount, unless he or she qualifies
for one of the current merit scholarships. Those students who are
recipients of federal, state or
college need-based financial aid
will receive the difference between
the total of such awards and their
calculated need, up to the sum of
$500.
The allocation of scholarship is
a somewhat complicated matter,
but George Tenopir will insure
that all entering students, whose
parents are alumni, will receive
their fair share of the new scholarship.
The Board of Trustees feels
strongly that those alumni, who
show their appreciation of their
own education by encouraging
their children to attend their alma
mater, should receive this acknowledgement of their loyalty.

Operation
Face Lift
Few 33-year old women may
feel the need for facial surgery to
smooth the marks of time, but the
case of Hoover Hall is somewhat
different.
Buffeted by winds, drenched by
spring floods, weatherbeaten and
eroded by heat untempered by air
conditioning, the building is slowly
but surely becoming untenable.
The surgeons have been consulted and more than a face lift
has been advised. The Trustees
have agreed that major structural
work must be completed in the
immediate future.
Meanwhile, first-aid is being
rendered by Bob Mills, Director
of Physical Plant, and his maintenance crew. The pictures on
this page show the roof being
cleared of debris and sprinklers
being repaired.
Another area undergoing much
needed improvement this summer
18
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Art La Pan and Don Iseminger on the
roof of Hoover Hall.

Hiram Garcia and Jesus Castro check
out the sprinklers in the ivy.
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Bob Mills watches John Martinez and Jose Toro working on the parking lot.

is the parking lot at Earlham Drive,
which is shown being readied for
resurfacing.
The old order does indeed
change, and at Whittier it's for
the better.

Homecoming Is
Early This Year
Saturday, October 17 is the
date set for the Annual Homecoming Festivities on the Poet
Campus. Mark your calendars now!
The brochure listing all the events
will be mailed in ample time so
that all alums can make plans for
attending.
The format will be similar to
the one so successful last year,
with the Homecoming Parade in
the morning in Uptown Whittier
Village, Society Brunches, an afternoon football game and Alumni
"get-togethers" at various homes
in the surrounding Whittier area,

while classes ending in "1" and
"6" will be celebrating their
reunions.
The class of 1931 held their
50th Anniversary Reunion in the
Faculty Center on campus on
Commencement Day, May 30,
and will be welcomed into the
"Golden Anniversary Club" at
Homecoming time. The class of
1956 held their 25th Anniversary
celebration on Saturday, June 20,
with tours of the campus in the
afternoon, a cocktail party at the
President's home and a dinner in
the Faculty Center. The class of
1971 is planning a 10th Reunion
Dinner on campus Friday evening,
October 16.

January Interim
Study-Tour 1981
Professor Donald Breese of the
History Department will be leading a study-tour to France and
Spain next January Interim. The
three-week course, open to offcampus as well as regular students,
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will begin in Paris and move by
private coach from there southward to Granada and Madrid from
whence the group will return. The
purpose of the course is to bring
to life the history of Western Civilization by immediate, direct experience of a careful selection of
its achievements and its ruins.
Among the sites included are
the two great national museums
of 'France and Spain; Greek and
Roman ruins in southern France;
numerous Romanesque monasteries and Gothic cathedrals;
Moslem gardens in southern Spain;
modern art in Barcelona; and
much else. Although the entire
scope of Western Civilization is
included among tour-experiences,
emphasis will be upon the Middle
Ages, an academic specialty of
both doctors Breese. (Lauren
Breese, professor of Medieval History at California State University,
Fullerton, will be jointly involved
with a group from her own institution.)
Prices fluctuate and are subject
to revision, but, if paid at present,
the cost of the study-tour is just
over $2,600. There is, however,
a reduction of .'300 for regularly
enrolled students and Associates
of the John Greenleaf Whittier
Society. Others who wish to
participate in the tour for no
credit, will have the cost reduced
$150. (Air transportation and two
meals most days are included in
these figures.)
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Purple And Gold
Club And 11-9-5
Club News
Under the leadership of Jim
Perry '35, members of the newlyformed Purple and Gold Club met
to allocate the distribution of
funds they have generated. Money
was voted for the renovation of
the baseball dugouts; the purchase
of a football film projector;
Women's Softball team uniforms;
and the purchase of Conference
Title and NCAA Western Regional
Championship Banners for display
on the wall of the Donald E.
Graham Activities Center.
The dues for membership in
this prestigious group of supporters
of the Whittier College Athletic
Program are $500 a year, with
$5,000 for a Lifetime Membership.
For further information on the
Club, please contact the Alumni
Office.
The 11-9-5 Club has wound up
one of its most successful years
under the presidency of Herman
Fink '35. Members received "The
11-9-5er," the monthly newsletter;
enjoyed weekly luncheons in the
Faculty Center during the Football
Season; and were sent complete
sports schedules for Fall, Winter
and Spring.
The 190 record paid memberships provided funds for many
activities—the football and basketball dinners, a Spring Sports
Luncheon and plaques, medals
and trophies.

Other events that were made
possible through the Club included
the "Coaches-in-the-Field Bean
Feed," which this year featured
Coach Ray Malavasi of the Rams;
a "training week" before the football season; sponsorship of a
basketball player at the Seasider
Classic in Honolulu; the presentation of the Newman/Bonham
Award for an alum who has excelled in the coaching field;
sponsorship of the 9th Annual
Golf Tournament at the Western
Hills Golf and Country Club in
Chino; a Recognition Dinner for
the Basketball team and coaches;
and an All Sports Award Luncheon.
At the last meeting of the year,
new Board Members were nominated for a three-year period,
replacing the five members whose
term expired on June 30. Herman
Fink '35, was re-elected president
for another term and dues were
set at $20 a year, to insure that
the Club is fiscally sound in this
period of rising prices.

Gift To The
College
Since the last issue of THE
ROCK, the College has received
eight major gifts from the corporations and foundations listed
below. We are especially grateful
for these, not only because of
their monetary value, but also because of the confidence they demonstrate in the worth of a Whittier
College education.
The Ahmanson Foundation
The Alcoa Foundation
(A second, undesignated
grant)
Buena Park Travel Agency
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The Henry Bull Foundation
The Paul Lewis Trust
John Randolph and Dora
Haynes Foundation
Norton Simon, Inc.
Whittier College Women's
Auxiliary

In Memorium
Waldena M. Baldwin, wife of the
late Dr. 0. B. Baldwin, professor
of psychology and education and
one-time Dean of Men, died in
Rochester, New York, on May 14.
She was 96 years old.
From 1945-1953, Mrs. Baldwin
was the College Registrar. Two of
the current members of the Registrar's Office, Betty Kenworthy
and Linda Van Vleet, remember
her with admiration and affection.
The Baldwins lived in Whittier
from 1935 to 1964, when Dr.
Baldwin died. His widow then
returned to Wichita, Kansas, the
home of her alma mater, Friends
University.
In 1977 Waldena Baldwin moved
to Rochester to be near her son,
Alfred, and his wife. She is buried
in Maple Grove Ceme try, Wichita,
next to her beloved husband.

Sports
Athletic Awards
A woman has been named as the
President's senior scholar-athlete
of the year for the third straight
time.
Catherine Pearce, a mainstay of
the Poet tennis team, received the
trophy from President Mills during
an 11-9-5 Booster Club athletic recognition luncheon in the Faculty
Center.
Job Hung and Cindy Jensen
were selected as male and female
athletes of the year.
A native of Tucson, Pearce compiled a 3.74 scholastic average with

Catherine Pearce receives her trophy
from President Mills (Photo: Daily News)

John Strey

her interdisciplinary major "Perspectives of Human Behavior" in
the Whittier Scholars program.
Pearce captained the Poets'
women's tennis team for two years,
was the most valuable player on
the 1981 squad and was associated
with the summer sports program.
Among her many honors at
Whittier, Pearce was the Rhodes
Scholar nominee of the college,
co-founder of the women's center
and the recipient of two Presidential leadership service awards and
one academic achievement award.
She served as Stauffer Hall's
head resident as ajunior, is a member of Cap and Gown, ODK leadership society, Psi Chi honorary psychology fraternity and has been
listed in Who's Who on American
Campuses.
Hung, a three-year letterman in
basketball, became the offensive
leader of the Poets, who were unbeaten in 12 games en route to the
conference championship, won
NCAA Division III Western Regional and lost to host Augustana
(Ill.) College by two points in the
quarterfinals.
The senior physical education
major from Taipei, Taiwan, set six
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Whittier records, led the team in
scoring average (16.9 points per
game). He was chosen as the most

Job Hung (left) with Athletic Director
Dave Jacobs (Photo: Daily News)

valuable player in the Chico Holiday Invitational and the NCAA
West Regional playoff and was
selected as player of the year by
the conference coaches.
Jensen started her banner athletic season by being named Whittier's most improved volleyball
player and was an SCIAC second
team selection.

Sports
player in the U.C. San Diego tournament and made the All-Conference first team and All-AIAW
Region 8 team, the only freshman
so honored.

Hall of Fame
Forty-eight former Whittier College "greats" are now enshrined
in the College's Hall of Fame,
following the April induction of
twenty-three additional names.
The newest members are Harry
Brownson '22 (deceased), Leland

Cindy Jensen (right) is presented with
her trophy by Assistant Athletic Director
Bernette Cripe (Photo: Daily News)

Moving into basketball, Jensen
was third in conference scoring
(19.7 per game) and second in
rebounding (15.9) despite missing
one game with an ankle injury.
She was named most valuable
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Johns '23 (deceased), George Lanphear '32, Cliff Ograin '32, Tony
Malinosky '32, Bob Gibbs '33,
Paul Bixby '34, John Arrambide
'35, Tom Hunt '37, "Swede"
Nelson '37, Ken Richardson '37,
Dan Tebbs '37, Elvin Hutchinson
'37, Walt Dahlitz '38, Wayne
Wilson '38, Randy Carter '38
(deceased), Gene Wineinger '40,
Lee Woodward '40, Myron Claxton
'40, Don Craggs '40, and Russ
Bonham '54.
Two honorary inductees were
Coach Aubrey Bonham and Oscar
Marshburn '17.

Law School
Law School Grad
In New Venture
WCLS alums and faculty turned
out to help Denise E. Wright '79
launch her elegant new Beverly
Hills Law office and her Real Estate
firm—the Wright-Shuken Real Estate Group Inc., the same night
with a great party.
Professors Averill Pasarow and
Richard Strecker were there, as
were Denise's classmates, attorneys
Bill Handel, Paul Carey Caurso,
Alan Moss and Mitchell Kander.
The guest list read like a Who's
Who in entertainment, business
and the professions. Sybil Brand
was gracious and delightful, lumber
tycoon, Morris Blank, chatted with
actresses Susan Stafford and Zacky
Murphy, actor Henry Silva, screen
writers Stanley Ralph Ross and
Aaron Butler, producers Michael
and Pam Campus, socialite Martine
Hecht, and many others.
Since passing the bar in 1979,
Denise has had her own general,
civil practice in Beverly Hills. In
1980 she and a friend, entrepreneur Ron Shuken began studying the Southern California real
estate market, its weaknesses,
trends, pertinent legislation and
investment opportunities. Denise
felt that there was a real need for
an ultra professional firm with a
backbone of sound business and
legal expertise, so she became a
real estate broker.
The Wright-Shuken firm specializes in important commercial,
residential and investment properties. Denise is also actively involved in sponsoring real estate
investment groups.

"Most of our clients are serious
money players," she says. "They
want immediate and specific answers to complicated questions.
They are ultra sophisticated, have
no time for nonsense, and little
tolerance for mistakes. Last week,
for example, we sold a two million dollar summer home to a
high level businessman, and we
only took one hour of his time.
It wasn't quite as easy as it sounds.
We spent two weeks looking at
homes until we found the perfect
one for him. That kind of homework really pays off. This week
it's a five million dollar building
for a man who's been searching
for a year. He thinks we're miracle
workers. We're not. He wasn't
with us while we examined half

the buildings in Los Angeles, and
finally found his at midnight."
It's an exciting time in real estate
as well as in law, according to
Denise, who predicts that some
of the big trends in the 80's will be
in office condos, truly "creative"
and innovative financing, syndication groups catering to the middle
class medium investor and legislation which will drastically alter
the structure of the modern real
estate firm. She personally feels the
dual agency tightrope on which
brokers have walked for so many
years will soon be prohibited.
Simply stated, a buyer will have to
be represented by other than the
listing broker. "We think it's a
great idea," Denise states, "and
as an attorney, I think it really

Law School Professor Richard Strecker reminisces with Denise.
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Law School
makes sense. My partner (who was
president of a major advertising
agency) has already written the ad
we'll run when dual agency is outlawed. At the top of the ad is a
picture of our "For Sale" sign, but
at the bottom of the sign it reads:
"Do not Disturb Occupant.
or for that matter, Do Not
Disturb listing broker"
Denise Wright is ambitious, and
her goal is quite simply stated:
"Within five years I want to be
considered one of the top real
estate attorneys in California."
With a flourishing law practice,
a new real estate firm and a heavy
schedule of speaking engagements,
Denise Wright is another WCSL
grad who seems 100% in tune and
in gear for the 1980's.
The Wright-Shuken Real Estate
Group, Inc. is located at 9570
Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 290,
Beverly Hills 90212. Denise looks
forward to any inquiries from
Whittier people and can be reached
at(2 13) 276-4603.

Denise Wright '79 and her partner, Ron Shuken with Sybil Brand at the opening of
their new office.

Among the guests were Whittier Law School Professor Averill Pasarow and his son.
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Old
'10
Gerry Shumate writes of her mother,
Mary Edna (Stone) Reed '16, who is 88
years old "and enjoys life to its fullest."
Mary Edna is an avid reader and an outstanding secretary, writing all her friends
and relations across the country. Last
summer she traveled to her birthplace,
Denton, Texas, and visited the son of
Albert Stone '15, who is head of teacher
education at Northern Texas State
University for Women. From there, she
went to Atlanta and on to New York,
visiting Albert's two daughters, and then

Cquaintances
back to Denver to see a grandson before
returning home. At least twice a year
she visits her granddaughter in Medford,
Oregon. Mary Edna lives with daughter
Gerry, who accompanies her in her travels.

`20
Eugart Yerian '26 writes that after two
retirements he is back in business fulltime as the publisher of a 1,000-page
catalog for the National Aircraft Parts
Distributors Association—"another of
those hobby (soaring) to business Stories.

Yes, I am still flying and instructing in
sailplanes."

'30
Dorothy (Pfeiffer) Brown '38 and
husband Elvah, spent two months last
year visiting friends in the Netherlands,
Germany, Switzerland, England, Isle of
Man and Scotland. They also toured
European piano and harpsichord factories since Elvah, now retired from the
L.A. County Fire Department, does
piano tuning, repairing and rebuilding
full-time. A new interest for Dorothy is

Golden Anniversary
Class of 1931
(Front row) Wilma (Hackley) Hawley, Mabel (Evans) Jones, Maxine (Howard) Fox, Florence (Binford)
Crumly, Charlotte (Otis) Craig, Edith (Swing) Chambers, Camilla (Luttrell) Wiggins, Miriam (Thompson)
Heyler, Lucille (Shackleford) Gearhart, Elaine (Morton) Gates, Madeline (Todd) Wirth, Eleanor (McCully)
Pryor and Shirley (Cates) Holmes.
(Back) Jim Jones, John Howard, Edwin Pressey, Emile Crumly, Clyde Clevenger, Harold Spencer, Irwin
Harner, Ronzo Hawley, Charles McClean, Orville Cunningham, Wright Cook, Howard Weed, Marion Erwin,
Frank Jones, Nathaniel George and Claire Jobe.
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giving harpsichord recitals on the instrument Elvah built for her, before
groups that come to their house
Keith W. Jacob '38 is now residing in
Ridgefield, Washington. He has purchased a 10-acre raspberry farm for his
retirement years.
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Floyd Younger '42 has retired after
21 years as vice president for instruction
at Cabrillo College. He and his wife,
Millie, have always been hooked on
travel. They have crossed Siberia by
train, stopped off in Mongolia, cruised
the Caribbean, and visited Alaska, and
when they return from their expeditions
he shares his experiences with others.
He claims it costs $b to put together a
slide show, such as a series on "Vicarious
Vacations" he recently gave at Cabrillo,
presenting flights of fancy on his
sojourns in Iceland, Mexico, the Orient,
Russia, South America, the South
Pacific, and other exotic places.(If you
did that commercially, you could make
afortune! Ed.) After his retirement, he
and his wife of 35 years plan to visit
his brother in Florida and their daughter

in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia. Then
it's the British Isles and back to Santa
Cruz via Canada.
Virginia (Wilber) Talmage '43 is a
self-employed attorney and is chair of
the Human Rights Section for the Orange
County Bar Association.
Bill Branca '49 retired in June 1978
after teaching math for 25 years at
Birmingham High School in Van Nuys.
Wife Doris (Given '49) retired in January
after teaching kindergarten-first grade
for 26 years at Serrania Avenue Elementary School in Woodland Hills. Daughter
Tracy Ann, who was the practice baby
in the Home Economics house on
campus 1949-50, is now teaching
special education at Pacific Beach,
California.

'50
Edwin C. Meyer '51 recently underwent a successful back operation and
is doing fine. (Best wishes for a speedy
recovery. Ed.)
Art Turman '53, a counselor at
Norwalk High School, is currently
celebrating his 25th year of service to
students. In the past quarter-century,

Paul C. Joy Retires
Paul C. Joy '42 retired on
February 28 as vice president of
Pacific Resources, Inc., following
a 33-year career in which he was
instrumental in designing petroleum facilities for Hawaii.
Paul joined PRI's predecessor
company, Honolulu Gas Company,
as chief chemist in 1948. He initiated innovative chemical safety
measures at the Iwilei gas plant
and developed and implemented
plans for Hawaii's first asphalt
plant as an outgrowth of gas manufacturing. The asphalt plant
later served as the basis for
Hawaii's first refinery, Pacific

Refiners, Ltd., which Paul served
for seven years as technical
director.
In the early fifties, Paul helped
plan and build the gas plant's
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Art has assisted thousands of students,
both in the classroom and in the guidance office. He taught science and math
at Bellflower High and science
at Norwalk High before becoming a
counselor there.
Caio Mario Caffee '55 is now serving
at the University of Extended Relations
in Rosalia, and has just arrived from
four years in Athens and two years and
a half in Santiago. He Writes that he is
happy to be back home with his wife
and two children.
Harriet (Fuller) Lipp '58 is church
administrator for First Presbyterian
Church of Fresno. Husband John is
systems analyst for the City of Fresno.
Children Tina and Eric are students at
Fresno State University and are both
planning on summer weddings. Daughter Lori is a junior at Hoover High.
Elizabeth (Buse) Lucas '58 recently
exhibited her work in calligraphy at
the Long Beach Museum of Art. Her
calligraphy has been exhibited at
Cerritos College, Pacific Design Center,
Brand Library, California State Lawyer's
Wives Convention, Joslyn Center of the
Arts and Bach Festival, to name a few.
She has previously held teaching positions in biology and physiology, but is
now a freelance calligrapher and designer.

benzene recovery unit. In 1954,
he designed and patented the
world's first gas-fired windproof
luau torch, which the Gas Company made and sold around the
world.
He was named vice president
of engineering and planning of
The Gas Company in 1966 and
became a vice president of the
parent company, Pacific Resources, Inc., when it was organized in 1971. He is past president
of the Engineering Association of
Hawaii and has served both the
state and federal governments on
petroleum and gas matters.
Pacific Resources is a Honolulubased independent energy company with subsidiaries located in
Hawaii and on the U.S. West
Coast.

Husband Campbell is ajudge of the
Superior Court. They have three children, Scott (15), Stephen (14), and
Lisanne (9).
Pat Sowers '59 received the Chaparral
Girl Scout Council's "Thanks Badge,"
the highest national recognition award.
It is reserved by the Council to be given
for outstanding service with wide-spread
effect throughout the Council. Pat has
been a Girl Scout for 36 years. She has
been an effective troop leader in Kearns
Canyon for years. She served as chairman
of Hopi Neighborhood and as a cookie
manager. Recipients of the "Thanks
Badge" are an elite group who are
recognized for service beyond the call
of duty for an extended period of time.

`60
Bert and Linda (Arnold '62) Downey
'62 are living in Lake Forest with their
son Kyle (12) and daughter Paige (10).
Bert is a regional vice president with
Security Pacific Bank and Linda is a
substitute teacher with Saddleback
Valley Unified School District. The past
two summers, the entire family has enjoyed participating as members of the
Cast in the Pageant of the Masters at

Stanley G. Oswalt
A new elementary school to
be built in the Rowland Unified
School District will be named for
Dr. Stanley G. Oswalt '50, superintendent for the district.
Stanley G. Oswalt Elementary
School is expected to be completed by September 15. The 18room school will be completely
portable, so that it may be dismantled in future years, should
enrollment continue to decline.
In naming the facility, the
district board of trustees reportedly set a new precedent. Previously
all schools in the district have
been named for the Street on
which they are located.
Stanley began his career in education in 1948 as a sixth-grade

the Laguna Beach Festival of Arts
Marilyn (Henry) Ghere '62 writes that
she and husband Dale are busy rebuilding the home they lost in the 1978
Laguna Beach landslide. Dale is doing
much of the construction for their new
home, which is on the same, stabilized
lot, and their children, Ryan (14) and
Marla (11) have been a big help. Dale
teaches a biology course at Corona Del
Mar High School, while Marilyn manages
the house full-time. .. Leslie Howard '62
formerly a research associate in the
Harvard Medical School Department of
Psychiatry, will be joining the Whittier
College Department of Sociology as an
associate professor in September 1981,
Stephanie (Butchart) Harrison '63
writes that she has just been appointed
teaching disabilities specialist for Los
Rios Community College District in
Sacramento. She will serve the three
community colleges in the district
American River College, Consumnes
River College and Sacramento City
College, where she will have her headquarters. She has also recently published an article in the Spring 1981
edition of Teaching Exceptional Children, on methods of handwriting
instruction for the left-handed
Dr. Arthur Major '63 appeared in the
Los Angeles Times recently in a photo-

teacher in Upland. He served as
teacher and vice principal of Alta
Loma School District for a year
(1951-52) before accepting a
position as principal and superintendent of Las Viergenes Union
School District.
He moved to Baldwin Park
Unified in 1958 as director of
operational services and then to
Rowland School District as
assistant superintendent for
business services in 1962. He
has served as superintendent for
the Rowland District since 1963.
When the district unified in
1970, Stanley was made superintendent of the new Rowland
Unified School District. He is
the third longest tenured superintendent in the district's history.
Following his graduation from
Whittier, Stanley attended USC
where he received his M.S. in
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feature on remote-control airplane
flying, a hobby of Art's. A local dentist,
he makes and flies radio-controlled aircraft in his spare time... Glen Warner '63
writes to update us on his career.
Following his graduation from Claremont School of Theology, he spent
seven years pastoring churches in Seattle
and Denver before assuming his Current
postion with the Molded Fiber Glass
Companies of Ashtabula, Ohio. He
married Nancy Morrison and they have
two children, Garth and Bethany. "I
often think fondly of days spent at
Whittier," he says.
Martha (Eisler) Galloway '64, her
husband James and their two sons, Alan
and Brian, enjoyed a cruise aboard QEII
to England in the Summer of 1979. A
special highlight was sharing a home
with a Scottish family and learning
history from them. Alan and Brian
enjoyed exploring the various castles.
This past winter, the family made a
week-long ski trip to Sun Valley, Idaho,
where Alan took a silver medal in a
NASTAR race. Martha visited classmates Helen (Cosand) Bolton '64,
Carole (Scott) Wheeler '64 and Becky
(Brock) Maynard '64 last Christmas.
Patricia (Thompson) Harris '65 has
been elected PTA president of Valentine
Elementary School for 1981-82. She

education administration in 1957
and his Ed.D. ten years later.
He and wife Martha live in
Walnut. They have three grown
daughters.

also is serving on the Mayor's Committee
to establish a Paramedic Program for the
city of San Marino—after having helped
with the successful campaign to pass an
initiative tax override for Paramedics
Joanne (Condra) Magruder '65 is
teaching English at CSU Sacramento
while earning a master's degree in
English. Her specialty is English as a
second language. Husband John '64
is working for the state of California
department of Social Services,
Child Protective Services. They have
three children ages 14, 12 and 9.
Mary (Larsen) Douglas '66 is currently teaching a class at the Regional
Center of Orange County to train parents
of the developmentally disabled to become the case managers of their own
children. She says the program will help
parents eliminate the "middle man" in
their dealings with the Regional Centers,
which are state funded private agencies
that provide referral, case management
and financial resources for the developmentally disabled . . . Eileen (Wilson)
Hayes '66 met husband David in Saudi
Arabia where she was teaching in the

varsity football and baseball coach. He
says both teams were very successful
this season and his baseball team is currently in first place and going to the CIF
playoffs.(John Strey returns the hello,
Ed.)
Edward Douglas Dawson '69 has
been promoted to vice president and
manager of the North San Diego County
Trust Department, California First Bank.
He has recently begun writing a column
entitled "Your Money and Your Estate"
for Ranch & Coast Magazine, Horizons
Magazine and Rancho Bernardo Magazine. He and wife Brenda are celebrating
the birth of their first child . . . Peggy
(Hackett) Heinrichs '69 wrote from
England, where husband Chris is assigned
as a flight surgeon at R.A.F. Alconbury,
an American Base located 20 miles
northwest of Cambridge. Peggy is now
retired from teaching and having a great
time reading, sight-seeing, shopping and
doing volunteer work with Family Services, an Air Force sponsored organization whose purpose is making moving
and adjusting to new environments
easier for Air Force families.

Aramco Schools and Dave was working
as a soils engineer for McClelland
Engineering Co. out of Houston. They
are planning to live in Jubail, an industrial port city in the Eastern Province,
for the next two years, although they
vacation every six months and return
to the United States every year. This
September is their next trip . . . Sandy
(Sanderson) Pitkin '66 and husband
Willis are comfortably settled in Logan,
Utah, where will is a full professor at
Utah State University. Sandy is selling
real estate and having a great time.
They have three children, Joe (10),
Sara (8) and Molly (6).
Mary Jo (Russell) Ghamedi '67 and
husband Mohammed are living in
Dammam, Saudi Arabia, where he
works for the Ministry of Petroleum and
Minerals. They have five children, four
girls (including twins) and a boy
Gary Skinner '67 writes in to let us
know what he's been up to. He and wife
Linda are the proud parents of a new
son, a brother for their three daughters.
Gary has been with Palm Springs HS for
11 years now, and is currently head

Marumotos Attend
White House Dinner
Whittier College Trustee William
H.(Mo) Marumoto '57 and his

wife, Jean (Morishige '59) attended a recent White House state
dinner honoring Japan's Prime
Minister Zenko Suzuki.
The dinner followed a meeting
between Suzuki and President
Reagan, in which they discussed
U.S.—Japanese relations among
other things.
More than 100 distinguished
guests dined on poached halibut
veronique, roast tenderloin of
beef, potatoes with artichoke
hearts and asparagus hollandaise
with the President and First Lady.

hut
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Among the more noteworthy
guests were actors Clint Eastwood,
Richard Chamberlain and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., "Shogun" author
James Clavell, former TV star
Audrey Meadows, designer Hanae
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Mori, several Reagan Cabinet
members and members of Congress, including California's
Senator, S. I. Hayakawa. A
number of Japanese diplomats
also were in attendance.

`70
Peggy Dobreer '71 was on campus in
December and performed in the Club
with the Blake Street Hawkeyes. Residing in San Francisco, Peggy recently
choreographed the group's production
of "Tales From the Palace Walls" and
is teaching a seminar in acting for
dancers. She recently produced A
Travelling Jewish Theatre's San Francisco show. . . Nan (Porter) Merrill
'71 reports that since the birth of her
baby last July, she has become a fulltime mother and enjoys sewing and
gardening. She previously worked as a
primary math specialist . . . Ike Sanders
'71 is teaching at Pomona High School,
where he recently staged a production
of "Butterflies are Free."
Ann (Gibson) Miyata '72 writes that
husband Gavien has recently received a
major promotion, and is now a project
manager on the Galileo probe to Jupiter
•
. . Louis F. Moret '72, former director
for the Office of Minority Economic
Impact, U.S. Department of Energy,
will head a task force on public communication as part of his responsibilities
on the Los Angeles Board of Public
Works. Lou is responsible for fiscal and
general systems coordination and pro-

Brian McDonald
Brian McDonald '68 has been
promoted to senior counsel at
Lloyds Bank California, where he
began working in 1974 as a law
clerk.
Prior to joining Lloyds, Brian
was affiliated with Bank of America for six years. He began his
banking career at B of A's Whittier
Main Office in 1968 as an officer
trainee, where he served two
months prior to military leave.

vides direction in developing departmental costs and periodically revises
the fee structure for permits . ..Christine
(Reel) Nelson '72 is an accompaniest
at Cal High and is tutoring four hours a
week. Husband Eric is working hard to
complete his master's degree in choral
conducting this spring. They have two
sons, Scott and Jeff, who are reportedly
"getting bigger and bigger."
Ginger (Hedges) Collard '73 is now
working for the American Ballet Theatre
under Baryshnikov himself . . . Linda
(Miller '74) and Peter Dean '73 are very
happy with the birth of their new son
(one month early). Linda is taking a few
months off work to be with the baby,
but will return to work for an internist
(physician) in San Francisco, where
she has been working the past four-anda-half years. Peter is an assistant buyer
at Macy's and is interviewing now for
his next promotion to floor manager.
(Congratulations and good luck. Ed.)
Jancie (Flaming '73) and Thomas
Reinbold '74 have moved to Elkhart,
Indiana, where Tom has been working
as a zone sales manager since December
1979 for G.M. International. He was
recently promoted to zone manager in
charge of the complete operation within
a 13-state area. He is also responsible
now for two warehouse locations complete with clerical, warehouse and

He returned 14 months later to
continue in the training program.
In 1970, he was promoted to
assistant cashier and lending
officer at the Duarte Branch.
Brian received his juris doctor
from Loyola University in 1974.
Among his professional affiliations are the Financial Institutions
Committee of the California State
Bar Association, Whittier College
Alumni Board, American Bar
Association, Los Angeles County
Bar Association, Financial Lawyers Association and Commercial
Law League.
He also has served as an adjunct
faculty member at Western State
University College of Law in
Fullerton, where he has taught
courses in Uniform Commercial
Code.
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sales staff. Aside from being a new
mother, Jancie has a private music
studio composed of 35 flute and piano
students.
Debbie (Collins '74) and Rick
Kightlinger '75 write to update us on
their lives. In addition to the birth of
their first child in 1979, they will soon
be moving to Pusan, South Korea,
where Debbie has accepted a teaching
position. Rick, she says, "will be embarking upon that trendiest of new
careers—house-husband and full-time
father of a toddler."(Good luck in your
new endeavor. Ed.)
Steve Christensen '76 performed in
the La Mirada Civic Light Opera production of "Bye Bye Birdie." He also
finished his master's degree at Cal State
L.A. in reading development and remedial teaching . . . Ted Zieniak '76 is
teaching social dance classes at Cal
State Fullerton and will be picking up
classes at Cal State Long Beach this
spring.
Jim deProsse '77 has just been hired
as an operations supervisor at J. C.
Penney's catalog distribution center in
Reno, Nevada. Wife Cindy (Newton '76)
has been promoted to purchasing manager at Lynch Communications Systems
also in Reno. Last fall, they traveled
from Atlanta to New York with Jim's
sister Margot deProsse '73, visiting

Brian is a veteran of the United
States Naval Reserves and attained
the rank of ensign.
He and wife Susan (Gerber '68)
live in Westminster, California.

relatives and sightseeing. . .Nancy Hague
'77 is now a student at the American
Graduate School of International Management, a very well-respected program
in business, language and international
studies. She is looking forward to a
career in marketing—perhaps overseas
Carrie (Handel) Mustavich '77 writes
to update us on her family. She married
Gregory in 1978 in the Whittier College
Memorial Chapel and moved to Sunnymead, California, where they are "trying
to landscape their new home and meet
payments." She graduated from a vocational nursing program in August and is
now working in a pediatrics medical
group. She adds, "I love my newly

chosen career—just as in teaching—the
children are a delight to work with."
George Da Roza '78 is working with
the Columbian Fathers in Cambridge,
Mass., and has just received his first
"overseas" assignment, two years in
Taiwan. Previously George had been
chaplain in a hospital for the terminally
ill. (Our blessings go with you. Ed.)
Lee Leighton '79 is currently working as a sales manager at Trans-Audio
Marketing, U.S.A. in Santa Monica and
plans to work with a fellow in Pacific
Palisades who manufactures wire products (speaker cables, etc.) in the near
future . . . Edna Lopez '79 has appeared
in two TV movies,Damien, the Leper
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Priest and Promise of Love, in minimal
parts ... Marine 2nd Lt. Paul Richardson
'79 has reported for duty with 1st
Battalion, 12th Marines, 1st Marine
Brigade, Kanoehe Bay, Hawaii.
Tony DeVivio '80 has been made
account executive with Dean Witter
Reynolds, Inc. in New York .
Kelly Kennedy '80 is currently working
in a new area for Fluor Corporation,
doing procurement for materials required
to build their new methanol plant at
Medicine Hat. She is planning a wedding
in Hawaii this summer and plans to Settle in Edmonton ... Ron Rybkowski '80
is presently working as a technician with
the La Mirada Civic Theatre.

Marriages
Eileen Wilson '66 to David Hayes,
August 2, 1980.
Lisette Scholl '67 to Robert E. Phillips,
November 1, 1980.
Janet Trudge '79 to Robert Witte,
April 18, 1981,

Births
To Martha (Eisler '64) and James
Galloway, a son, Jonathan James,
September 13, 1980. A brother
for Alan and Brian.
To Maureen (Snell) Dussaud '66 and
husband, a daughter, Jennifer Danielle,
August 14, 1980.
To Linda and Gary Skinner '67, a son,
Ryan Everett, February 10, 1981. A
brother for Melissa, Amy and Michelle.
To Brenda and Edward Dawson '69, a
son and first child, Edward Douglas, Jr.,
December 31, 1980.
To Diane (Steele '69) and Charles
Hinchman, a son and first child,
Christopher Charles, December 1, 1980.
To Kristine (Eide '71) and Roger
Christensen, a son, Trevor Karl, February 2, 1981. A brother to Ross, Blake
and Jessica.

To Nan (Porter '71) and John Merrill,
a daughter, Elizabeth Heather, July 29,
1980.
To Linda (Miller '74) and Peter Dean
'73, a son, Andrew Peter, March 20,
1981.
To Roxie (Morey '73) and Richard Lee,
a daughter, Aimee Keanu, December 17,
1980.
To Patty and Bill Himes '74, a daughter,
Margaret Jane Rainbow, March 5, 1981.
To Jancie (Flaming '73) and Thomas
Reinbold '74, a son and first child,
Christopher Thomas, January 19, 1981.
To Debbi (Collins '74) and Rick
Kightlinger '75, a daughter, Trina Nicole,
December 8, 1979.
To Shari (Bingaman '76) and Don Lee,
a son and first child, Justin Douglas,
March 5, 1981.
To Mary (Regilio '76) and Lyle Lodwick
'77, a daughter and first child, Johnna
Ann, October 31, 1980.
To Marcia (Bigbee '78) and Bruce
Nogrady, a daughter, Leslie Elizabeth,
February 18, 1981.

In Memoriam
1918
1921
1923

1925
1928
1929
1931
1931
1936
1947
1947
1948
1951
1951
1959
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Dr. Earl Murray, December
16, 1980.
Mrs. Lucile (Dye) Templeton,
January 12, 1981.
Mrs. Donald Batchman
(Thelma Kohl), November 6,
1980.
Gennady Blinoff, January
28, 1981.
Dr. George E. Outland, March
2, 1981.
Mrs. G. A. (Gladys M. Stevens)
Bushgens, 1977.
Donald K. Ladd, March 22,
1981.
Mrs. E. R. (Ruby Faye Ball)
Pierce, notified March 12,
1981.
Lynn Snyder, June 1980.
Miss Jane Ann Neagle, May 5,
1980.
Robert E. Strahl, February
1980.
Edward M. Stone, March 20,
1981.
Robert G. Darnell, September
15, 1980.
William K. Weigel, March 15,
1981.
Roberta Rose (Gomes) Brown,
January 19, 1981.

From The Bookstore

Poets at Play
Above—left to right:
1. Baby pink V-neck cotton polyester T-shirt with maroon trim and
insignia.
Misses sizes small, medium, large and extra large
Matching maroon cotton polyester shorts with hip pockets and
pink insignia, sizes small, medium and large
2. Beige V-neck cotton polyester T-shirt with brown trim and insignia.
Misses sizes small, medium, large and extra large
Matching brown cotton polyester gym shorts with beige trim.
Sizes large and extra large
3. White polyester and cotton man's shirt with navy and gold stripes.
Sizes small, medium, large and extra large

$ 11.50
9 65
7 05
6 30
17.95

Shown on right:
(left—Same as 2 above.)
(right) Terry cloth V-neck T-shirt in orange or yellow, with college name in blue
Misses sizes small, medium, large and extra large
11.15
Cotton gym shorts, navy blue with white or gold trim.,
white trim in sizes small, medium, large and extra large, gold trim
in medium and large
490
Polyester gym shorts in red, medium, large and extra large, navy
blue in small, medium and large, royal blue in small, medium, large
and extra large, all with white trim
5 65
Shipping $1.50. California residents add 6% sales tax.
Make checks payable to:
Whittier College Bookstore
Mail orders to Bookstore at:
7214 South Painter Avenue, Whittier CA 90602
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